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IF YOU KNOW OF AN EVENT THAT YOU 
FEEL SHOULD BE PRESENTED TO THE 

MASSES, AND PERHAPS MIGHT NOT BE 
COVERED BY OUR WRITERS, PLEASE 

NOTIFY ANY ONE OF OUR DEPUTIES ─ 
EITHER PERSONALLY, OR VIA EMAIL 

 
 

 

 

Whether you are selling your old 
bicycle, offering your carpooling 

services, or simply looking for 
second hand textbooks, you can 
make it known by contacting us 

S I T H E M B E L E  D .  
For running around, organising and co-

ordinating the jornalists. 
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S T A T I O N E R Y  

D R I V E  

C O L L E C T E D :  

 
 

 

 

 

I T E M S  O F  

S T A T I O N E R Y  

All of this was donated to 
the underprivileged 

Parkwood Primary School. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E A S T E R  E G G S  

C O L L E C T E D  

After being collected by  
Interact, the eggs go to the Co 
Workers of Mother Teresa 

Bergvliet, who then distribute it to 
creches in Phillipi. 

D U R I N G  S I Y A V U L A  

C O M P E T I T I O N :  
 

 
 

 

M A T H  A C T I V I T I E S  

C O M P L E T E D  I N  T O T A L  

Awards were given to learners  
who completed the most 

mathematical activities on Siyavula.  
 GO TO PAGE 6 

    

The Henshilwood Herald is, as you know, the school’s newspaper. It was founded and is run entirely 
_by students, more specifically, the Chief Editor and the Deputy Editor, both of whom are graduating 
___this year. Naturally, they will need to be replaced. Any hopefuls will first need to be trained under 
_________ the editors as apprentices, after which they will assume full responsibility for the role. 

__________These two roles are very different; the Editor-In-Chief is solely responsible for designing 
_____________and selecting the publication’s content. This person does not necessarily need to be 
_____________ good at English or talking to other people; the most important thing is that they are a 
______________ patient perfectionist, have some understanding of persuasive graphic design and a 
_______________ hardworking attitude. It is optional for them to have prior training in any 
__________________ programme – whether it is a piece of Adobe programme or Power point. The 
____________________ current Editor-In-Chief, Erin Johnston, is only able to design in PowerPoint and 
_____________________ would only be able to train the newcomer in this programme. if the potential 
_____________________editor already knows how to work in Photoshop/Illustrator/Other, s/he will 
____________________ only be able to direct and advise. 

__________________ The non-negotiable condition is that, if they apply, they need easy access to a 
__________________ laptop, the internet and the programme in which they want to design. In 
_________________ addition, they need to be in either grade 8, 9, or 10. NO GRADE 11s OR 12s WILL 
________________ BE ALLOWED. These conditions apply to all applicants, whether they want to be 
________________ Deputy or Chief. 

_____________ The role of the Deputy Editor is to assist the Chief in any way they can, by acting as a 
_____________creative and editorial consultant. They are, fore mostly, an organiser; someone who 
_________ directs the meetings and makes sure articles are handed in. This is a person who gets things 
_______ DONE and is no-nonsense in their approach. They do not require much training and will 
________undertake their responsibility much sooner than the new Chief. They have to be a people’s 
_______ person, must be aware of the school’s events and politics so they can regulate the Chief’s 
_______ more outlandish article proposals. They need to able to identify possible events that are not 
______  on the calendar that should be covered (whether it be controversial or not). 

_____ Applications start immediately. If they are interested in the Deputy role, either talk to or email 
_______ Sithembele Dotwana.  

___   __ If you are interested in Editor-In-Chief, talk to or email Erin Johnston (erindanjohn@gmail.com). 
_______ You need to attach an example of your work – in the form of an L.O. project, presentation or  
___ art piece, as long as it is your own and shows you have some understanding of compositional design.  

_ Norman Henshilwood High School continues to strive to be on South Africa’s top schools list. As a 
___ proud NHHS ambassador, your aspirations should revolve around making the brand bigger than is 
___ and better than before, whilst simultaneously keeping the Normies family, (especially the learners) 
___ up to date with the happenings of the school on a termly basis.  

 

E A S T E R  E G G  D R I V E :  
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                       Jarryd Snyman & Ms Campher sporting  
                           the most exotic prints of the night. 
                     Mr. Millar & Chelsea Hendricks saying        
                         their goodbyes. 
                Wesley Dawson, James Stoffberg &  
                    Tristan Jones posing for a silly picture. 

The 2017 Matric Ball was a 
magical night to even the most 
cynical. Moyo Kirstenbosch was 
the perfect location for fine 
eating and elegant garments. The 
event also doubled as Mr. 
Millar‘s last night as Norman 
Henshilwood’s principal. 

  Tebatso Mokhutle and 
her partner (who is not a 

NHHS student) exiting 
their snazzy ride. 
  Mr. Hendricks 

delivering a speech, 
welcoming all the 

attendees. 

TAKEN BY: MR BARKER  
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TAKEN BY: BASHEERAH OMER  

          B Y :  T R I S T A N  K R U G E R  
This quote by the famous Martin Luther King Junior sums up just __________________________________ 

about everything about Mr David Millar. “Millography” or “Millartary” __________________________________ 
as he is known to some of us (or simply “Mr Millar”) was once a _________________________________ 
beginner.  Even though we saw him as a master of all his many ________________________________ 
responsibilities as a principal and teacher, he started out crawling.  

Mr Millar started his life in the most undesirable of conditions, in ________________________________ the 
bowels of the industrial town of Manchester and living under his abusive, _____________________________ 
alcoholic step-father.  For many of us,  these trying circumstances would have ___________________________ 
led to us going astray but not Mr Millar:, he started out crawling and still pushed through the many challenges 
that life threw at him even though he was not yet able to fly. Right now, he is quite clearly soaring because he 
found ways to overcome his many challenges and remained committed to perfection and giving everything his 
‘all’.  This has led to his many successes in life. These perfectionist tendencies were evident in his expectations of 
Normies’ learners and the way that he managed the school.  Things like punctuality and the learners’ general 
appearance were important to him.  Our failure to abide by his high expectations landed some of us in detention 
and some might have seen this as unnecessary, but he taught us that success is not reached by just focusing on 
the big things but also on the small things that encompass the whole. Mrs Kruger would often say that we need 
to pay attention to detail.  And it is this attention to detail that makes the difference between being mediocre 
and being a success.  And success is exactly what Mr Millar has achieved. His tenacity in doing all things to the 
best of his ability and not letting his struggles in life bring him down has made him one of the key role models in 
the lives of many NHHS learners.   

Sir, we know that you are probably going to experience many new challenges in your new portfolio.  But with 
your attributes, leadership and guidance, all those schools that now fall under your responsibility will benefit like 
we have at Normies under your stewardship.   

I would like to thank you for serving this school wholeheartedly, putting the needs of others before your own 
and above all, for serving the pupils of this school. I pray that the Lord's blessings will overflow in your life and 
that He renews your strength each and every day.  This is not goodbye because you know that you will always be 
a part of the Henshilwood family but I also understand that you require this next step to grow.  I leave you with 
these scriptures: 

Deuteronomy 1 verse 11:  "May the Lord God of your fathers make you a thousand times more numerous than 
you are and bless you as He has promised you" 

Proverbs 11 verse 25:  "Whoever brings blessing will be enriched and one who waters will himself be watered" 

        MARTIN LUTHER  

KING JR. 
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B Y :  S U A D  F R E D E R I C K S  
Siyavula is a Nguni word meaning "we are opening“.  

Commonly known as ‘Everything Maths and Science’, 
Siyavula is the online version of your everyday paper 
worksheet. It is a resource that has proven to be incredibly 
useful and has multiple uses; for example, it can be used as a 
study tool and certain exercises can be completed as part of 
homework.The Siyavula Competition was organised by the 
Academic Pillar of the School Council.   Learners had several 
weeks to complete as many exercises as possible.  

Bryce Allies won first place as he had completed over 1000 
exercises, taking home the much-sought-after 4DX movie 
tickets. In second place, Haydn Liedeman received a R250 
Takealot voucher after completing 863 exercises, and in third 
place, Miguel Lewis received a R150 Takealot voucher as he 
had completed 475 exercises! They each received an 
Exclusive Books voucher to the value of R150. 

 

B Y : C O U R T N E Y  W I L L I A M S O N  
Random Acts of Kindness, better known as RAK, is a global 

initiative inspiring individuals to be kind to those around 
them. Since 2015, the Norman Henshilhood community has 
adopted this practice where each class completes a RAK 
challenge. RAK challenges consist of anything that can better 
the surrounding community or maybe just to put a smile on 
someone’s face.   

As the school year started, the RAK challenges 
commenced. To date, the following RAK Challenges have 
been completed:   hosting of soup kitchens, donating of 
blankets and in the girls bathrooms were placed bags that 
contained sanitary towels for those who don't have or 
desperately need them. The School Council has also taken 
part in the challenge by handing out chocolates to petrol 
attendants and security guards and assisting them in their 
job for a period of time. The Service Pillar is truly grateful to 
all those who participated in the RAK challenges and are 
excited to be a part of many more RAK memories.  

 

B Y :  J E A N - P A U L  D A V I D S  
It is well known that without a healthy and interactive 

environment, learning cannot be fully beneficial. This 
inspired the Best Classroom competition, in which teachers 
and learners work together to make their class the most 
appealing. With endless ideas and creativity, the competition 
started with a bang on 23 of February. 

The School Council’s Discipline Pillar, led by Amy Page, took 
on the judging role and was impressed by all the classrooms. 
West campus winners featured Mr. Stoltz in 3rd place, 
Mrs.Nefdt in 2nd place and Miss Campher in 1st place. Main 
Campus winners were Miss G.Daniels in 3rd, Mr Gordon 2nd 
and Mrs Cheng coming 1st. Finally, the prize for the class that 
stood out the most went to Miss Finlay and 11A! 

TAKEN BY: BASHEERAH OMER  

B Y :  F R A N C I N A  P E D R O  
On 28 March 2017, the Normies School 

Council 2017 hosted their first lip sync 
battle as part of Mr Millar’s birthday 
celebration: This was history in the making 
where Exec learners of the school council 
battled their teachers. Beyoncé and her 
troupe were represented by the MCL school 
council Exec and the Nicki Minaj squad was 
represented by the teachers.  

Team Beyoncé performed first, with a mix 
of several Yoncé songs, choreographed by 
Sithembile Dotwana.   Team Beyoncé, 
dressed controversially and in unity in black 
and white with heels, slayed their 
performance with choreography that oozed 
absolute confidence. Team Beyoncé left the 
stage with the entire hall cheering.  

Team Nicki Minaj followed, looking 
colourful with exotic wigs, hot pant shorts 
and matching t-shirts.  Team Nicki Minaj 
was choreographed by the school’s dance 
teacher, Ms Rhode, who worked with a 
team of extremely brave teachers.  The staff 
took the stage with much boldness to a mix 
of various songs and Nicki’s all-time hit 
“Super Bass”. The atmosphere in the hall 
filled with cheers and laughter as the 
teachers danced; it was absolutely hilarious 
to watch the staff try to master twerking on 
the stage and perform to well-known songs. 
Team Nicki was undeniably entertaining 
with their attire and choreography.  

The lip sync battle was judged by Jesrael 
Jacobs, former head of school (2013), 
Melissa Majeira, former Head of Service, as 
well as Carlie Abrahams and NHHS former 
dance teacher, Nastasha Buratovich.  
Judging was done through a points system.   

Team Beyoncé won and claimed their title 
as Lip Sync Battle champs. The lip sync 
battle was one for the books and hopefully 
a new school tradition for years to come.  

e 
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B Y :  R E U B E N  B U R G E R  
Nothing sums up the Grade 11 Camp more 
than the popular saying, "Camp is where 
strangers become friends and friendships 
made to last forever." 
It would not have been a great camp if I did 
not start off by writing about pranks! We had 
our very own Mr Van Wyk impersonator, 
Azhar Lalla, scare a few girls out of a boys’ 
dorm, as well as the usual ‘smearing’ and body 
"art" performed on people who were asleep. 
__  

B Y :  J O S H U A  P E T E R S E N  

TAKEN BY: JARED LAKAY  

Overall, the pool party was a 
huge success, with everyone going 
home with smiles and happy 
memories.   

Once the sun set, the seniors 
began to flood in for the 
Valentine’s Ball. With the 
strenuous efforts of the Grade 11 
fundraising committee (FRC), the 
hall was decorated in a party 
atmosphere; with balloons, hearts, 
lanterns, dim lighting to set the 
mood, and thumping music.  The 
girls looked stunning and the boys 
dapper. Once inside, everyone 
____ 

There was one person who stripped down to his bare bum, and a few boys even daring to prank Mr Febs. These 
were the things that kept us up at night, but it was all clean fun and nobody got hurt. 

Shortly after we arrived at the campsite, we were split into groups and were told to create our very own war 
cry under 30 minutes.  All the groups were extremely creative, and taking home the cup for the best war cry was 
the group "Peaches and Cream". Peaches and Cream ingeniously put together a rap by Riaan Mostert, with cool 
choreography and spectacular rhythm. 

After an exciting first day of settling in at the camp and doing group activities, we started a campfire and sang 
trendy songs sung by all of our favourite musicians. We were led by our grade's very own talented singers (Ruth-
Anne Lake and Zainab Semaar) and guitarists (Shukri Amardien and Meagan Manuel). 

On our final night at the camp fire, many of us played a game of _Would You Rather_, a party game sensation. 
The responses and discussions in the game were pretty interesting and became quite heated. PG 13 was 
definitely advised, but what happens around the campfire, stays around the campfire. 

Ihlati Bush Camp has aced the sport of combining both leadership development and pure fun. There were three 
main group activities where we were challenged to compete against each other. The time challenge tested our 
speed as a team to complete an obstacle course - it consisted of crawling through tires, walking a rope, balancing 
on logs and tested many people's fear of heights. Secondly, the field events consisted of dribbling soccer balls as 
a team, egg-throwing, sack-racing and lots more fun activities. The third activity challenged us both mentally and 
physically, requiring of us to find solutions to solve a problem, but we could only use the very limited resources 
that we were given. All three sets of activities really strengthened our team bonds, and reminded us that a team 
is only as strong as its weakest link. 

In between these group activities, there was free time. Many of us spent our time  either playing soccer on the 
___________ field, swimming in the pool, catching up on sleep missed during the night, taking selfies, nibbling on 
___________________ snacks or even just having a good old conversation with one’s best mates. 

__________________ We are grateful to the bus drivers, and the camp facilitators, who ensured that we 
______________________ were filled with good food, a safe trip and for planning our weekend. Most 
_____________________  importantly, we thank our homeroom team of teachers for allowing us to have this 
_____________________ great opportunity, and Ms Finlay for patching up all of the injuries. Last of all, big 
_____________________ shout out to Mrs. Wegehoff for organising this fantastic experiences for us. 

danced to their heart’s content, 
having tons of fun taking pictures 
at the valentine’s backdrop.  Then 
came the announcement of the 
king and queen of the ball - 
congratulations to Azhar Lalla and 
Jessica Lewis who were crowned 
by FRC! Sadly, all the fun had to 
come to an end when 11 o’clock 
struck.   

The FRC has raised R20 000 from 
the Valentine’s Day events. The 
FRC would like to thank everyone 
who helped and contributed 
towards these events.  

On the 10 February 2017, 
Norman Henshilwood celebrated 
Valentine’s Day through the annual 
junior’s Pool Party and senior’s 
extravagant Valentine’s Ball. 
During the day, the juniors enjoyed 
the sun and water at their 
exclusive Pool Party! Everyone had 
a blast swimming, taking “selfies” 
by the pool side, chatting, dancing, 
and sliding down the new foamy 
water-slide. The girls looked 
fantastic in their bikinis and 
summer wear; and the boys tried 
to show off to the girls in response. 

T 



             How can you add 8 eights to get the 
             number 1000?  

ANSWERS ON  PAGE 13… 

 
             Mr Smith has 4 daughters. Each of his  
             daughters has a brother. How many  
             children does Mr. Smith have? 

7 

             When Jacob was 6 years old he hammered 
             a nail into his favourite tree to mark his 
             height. Five years later at age eleven,  
             Jacob returned to see how much higher 
             the nail was. If the tree grew by ten inches 
             each year, how much higher would the  
             nail be? 

THE FIRST 3 DIGITS OF 𝜋 WHEN REFLECTED IN A MIRROR SPELLS OUT… 
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This year's anti-bullying campaign was focused on 
bystanders and how their actions – or rather, lack of 
action – can leave them just as guilty as the bully. 
Many people believe that not getting involved is 
alright. "Why should I interfere? It's not my problem. 
Someone else will sort it out." This mind-set solves 
nothing. 

A performance is useless without an audience. In the 
same way, bullies will most likely be discouraged if 
those around them show disapproval. However, if no 
one does anything, the bullies will feel powerful. No 
one is trying to stop them, so why should  they stop?  
Bystanders think that staying out of it will mean that 
they keep their hands clean of the matter, but this isn't 
true. If the victim of the bullying decides to take his or 
her own life, who is to blame – the bully or those who 
just allowed it to happen? Actually, they are equally 
guilty. The bully may have chosen destruction, but the 
bystander subconsciously promoted and supported 
that choice.  

Sometimes all anyone needs is a good Samaritan. 
Just one voice spoken loud enough will drown out the 
thousands of whispers from bullies, and break the 
_____ 

B Y :  T E B A T S O  M O K H U T L E   
 
 
 
 
I am certain that at some time during your high school career at Normies, 

you have heard this either in Main Campus 3 or West Campus 3. 
You didn't want me to visit you. I understood why - you wanted me to 

always have the image of the strong Gillian that I loved and knew. Hearing 
the news of your passing broke my heart and I don't think I will ever forget 
the 4th of April, 2017. I love you, Ma'am! 

You have finally gone home to be with the Heavenly Father. I will never 
forget how passionate you were about your work at Normies, pushing 
others to do their best. You would always say that I reminded you of your 
youngest daughter because of my stubbornness, because I was an introvert 
at times but very hardworking, and because I would never grab the 
opportunities that would come my way. I miss the fights we had, treasure 
them more than anything in the world. I miss you. 

You are my role model. There were times when we would argue about  

B Y :  T R A V I S  F R A S E R  &  A L L Y S S A  P E T E R S  

politics (I miss those arguments); all the times you would ask me a question, knowing that I didn't have the 
answer to it and all the times that you caused me to roll my eyes.  

You have made a huge mark at Norman Henshilwood and I will definitely miss that bronze Mercedes Benz 
driving past. I miss the small talks we had, I miss the advice you would always give me, I miss the bubbly and 
beautiful person that you were. I miss you. 

 You will forever be missed, you might be gone but the embodiment of your memories and who you are, will 
live forever in my heart and the heart of Norman Henshilwood.  

To Mrs Amansure, my second mother, my mentor and my role model. Until we meet again. I love you very 
much      Goodbye xx 

___ 

silence created by the apathetic bystanders. One 
victim – no, survivor – of bullying, Travis Fraser, spoke 
out about his experience of bullying. 

“The one thing that I have learnt from being bullied 
at a very young age is that people who hang out with 
the bully  don’t seem to care what the damage the 
bully’s actions are causing. The bullies say mean or 
terrible things just so they can have a good time. But 
they don’t know what it is doing to the bullied person 
or they know but don’t care.  But the boy or girl who 
is under attack may be at the end of their rope or at a 
cliff’s edge, and one more word may just push them 
over the edge and cause them to kill themselves.  It is 
not a good feeling to have when you are only 6.  I 
thought no one cared about me until my mom pulled 
me out of that school, away from that cliff edge.   But 
the bully needed a new victim – my best school 
friend.  When I found out he had hanged himself a 
year later, I was filled with anger and pain. Angry at 
the bully and in pain because I lost my 7 year old 
friend. I thank my mom because that would have 
been me and I also thank GOD for saving me though 
my mom.” 
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B Y :  A M E E R  A D A M S   
I wrote your name in the clouds 
but the wind blew it away 
 

I wrote your name in the sand 
but the waves washed it away 
 

I wrote your name in my heart 
And there it will shall stay forever 

Mr Smith has 5 children. (The daughters had the 
same brother)  

888 + 88 + 8 + 8 + 8 = 1,000 
The nail would be in the same place since trees grow 

at their tops. 
3.14, reflected in the mirror, spells out “PIE” 

BY: SARA BROWN, GRADE 11 
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B Y :  A L L Y S S A  P E T E R S   
You led the girl like cattle. 
She couldn't fight her own battles. 
Now you dance in blood, sweat and pain. 
Because she lost her tears in the rain. 
You filled her heart with fear, 
You drowned her thoughts in lies 
But when she drowns in tears, 
Will you even know why? 
If she stays trapped in this jail cell 
She'll still be on her own, 
But if she visits you in hell 
She'll see you sitting up on the throne. 
She could break as many bones as she needs, 
Or she could give into your greed. 
Either way, you left her to bleed. 

B Y :  R U V I M B O  M A P E N D E R E   
If the shoe fits wear it 
In the end i try to keep myself detached 
I try to keep my feelings under wraps 
I end up making everyone’s problem mine in the end 
I am a phenomenal woman 
I rise and I fall 
I have raised many generations 
Broken barriers and freed caged souls 
In the end I try to protect my children 
I suffer in solitude. I bear the pain alone 
I cannot bear to see tears fall from my children’s eyes 
Their one tear would cause mine like oceans to burst and 
churn in an uncontrollable stream 
In the end my children cry for i am gone 
In the end they still don’t listen 
Do you not know as long as a person’s name is spoken 
they live on? 
In the end... 
I LIVE ON 
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B Y : K E R S T I N  L E E  
On 22nd March Constantia, Alphen, Silverhurst and Maynard 

locked horns once again as the inter-house swimming gala 
commenced. The fair weather and bubbling competition between 
houses added to the charged atmosphere.  

At the start, the food was flowing, the swimmers were warming 
up and the fans were gearing up for another exciting sporting 
event.  

Unfortunately, the U16 girls (grade 10’s) could not revel in the 
victories and losses of the day as none of the four houses had 
athletes to put forward. This was really disappointing.  However, 
the day continued in well and the house captains called on their 
swimmers who braved the (now quite cold) water to gain points 
for their teams. The competition was tough as house went against 
house and friend swam against friend. There were a few 
swimmers who were not as keen to take to the water as the 
others, but after a few encouraging words spoken by their 
captains and team members alike, they dived in and swam for the 
jersey (or in this case, bather).  

The teachers’ relay race was by far the most entertaining as we 
saw the teachers strip down to reveal their athletic prowess that 
we do not get to see in the classroom.  And they really took on 
their students who gave them a run for their money.  

The “Gees Fees” — a newcomer to the inter-house gala — 
added much needed zest to the event and livened up the 
enthusiasm of both athletes and spectators. What was seen (boys 
in capes and bathers) and what can definitely NOT be unseen, 
geared everyone up for the final points announcement.  

Congratulations to Constantia as the overall winners of the 2017 
inter-house swimming gala.  

A special thanks goes to the grade 11 fundraising committee for 
keeping everyone fed and hydrated, the matric school council 
MC’s and the timekeepers of the day.  

 

B Y : T A T U M  

M E N T O O R  
On 27 of January, Norman 

Henshilwood’s Houses went head-to-
head in battle for the Cup at the 
Interhouse Athletics. It was a hot day, 
but many learners had prepared well 
for each event, while parents were 
eager to support their young ones.  

As each event took place, the 
Houses sang their hearts out for the 
Spirit Cup, but Maynard managed to 
dominate and was awarded with the 
prized Spirit Cup. There was a high 
level of participation from both 
athletes and spectators and it became 
a tight race between each house to 
see who this year’s warriors were 
going to be.  But Constantia claimed 
their title once again. The day ended 
spectacularly with Mr Millar running 
his last race at the school and the 
entire Grade eight completing an 
800m race. 

 Congratulations to Keziah Lekas who 
won the Junior Victrix Ludorum, as 
well as to Tatum Mentoor and Robyn 
Kelderman who shared the Senior 
Victrix Ludorum, with Reginal Visagie 
as our Victor Ludorum.  

Thank you to all the teachers who 
made this event possible, and to the 
Fund Raising Committee for their help 
with serving beverages and eats. A 
special thank you to each and every 
learner who persisted and persevered 
and made the inter-house Athletics 
day a success. 
  

TAKEN BY: MR. BARKER 

TAKEN BY: AMANI WAGLEY  



The Henshilwood Herald  
promotes student leadership and 

initiative, through opportunity  
and involvement. The aim of the 

publication is to provide a basis from 
which young budding journalists may 
catapult, aiding them in fine-tuning 

their writing skills and bolstering their 
writing portfolios.  

This is for voice. This is for us. 


